Abu Dhabi is earning international acclaim for its long-held traditions and modern achievements. The emirate's second city is Al Ain in the eastern province. Built around the foot of the towering Jebel Hafeet heights – the largest peak in the emirate. The emirate’s capital is Abu Dhabi, which remains steeped in the richness of Arabian culture. Abu Dhabi city, and the wider emirate, is combined, a destination for travellers who seek an authentic experience of Arabian culture. Abu Dhabi is a cosmopolitan, capital city lifestyle which remains steeped in the traditions of the 19th century, had gained a reputation for its coastal souks. The emirate’s capital, the seat of federal government and home to most ministries, museums, embassies, state broadcasting facilities and oil companies.

Abu Dhabi is the largest of the emirates, accounting for more than 85% of the UAE’s total landmass. Abu Dhabi city is the country’s capital, the seat of federal government and home to most ministries, economic grouping that also includes Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia and Qatar.

Abu Dhabi boasts hundreds of restaurants with cuisine from across the world, including Arabian, Thai, Vietnamese, French, Spanish, German and Brazilian. Café culture is especially popular with Arabs from Egypt, Palestine, Lebanon, Syria and Jordan, who frequent roadside cafés to sip coffee and nibble on takeaway snacks. Many restaurants are within hotels.